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oanna Shakti, The Soul Love™ Mentor and founder of Ecstatic
Intimacy,™ is smart, sexy, and a little bit spicy. You can’t miss
her passion and warm playful style that both entertains and inspires.
No other person on the planet possesses the experience, expertise
and ability to transform lives in quite the way Joanna does. She, artfully
and professionally, mixes male-female dynamics, leadership training,
spiritual awakening, engineering, and even Tantra, along with a whole lot
of love, to lead singles and couples who hunger for deeper love and more
intimate pleasure to find and create soul-to-soul relationships where
love runs deep and passion stays hot.

AUDIENCE RAVES

“

Few people can claim to be fully

congruent with the messages that
they bring. Yet, Joanna IS
intimacy! She unzips her heart

and shares passionately… Attend
her workshops. Hire her as your
coach. She will get you turned

FRESH INSIGHTS, UNIQUE APPROACH
Joanna’s unique approach inspires men and
women to ignite confidence, connection, and
chemistry in life, love and business. Once an
engineer in the Oil & Gas industry in Houston,
during the nineties, Joanna learned firsthand how
women can lose themselves in today’s faster-bettermore masculine culture of corporate America.
While the Women’s Movement gave women
equality, power, pay, and independence, in
exchange for those freedoms, many traded
happiness, romance, friendship, fulfillment, health and more.
Simultaneously, men opened their hearts and found their softer, sensitive
side. Yet, men still often find them themselves confused, frustrated, and
even unsatisfied when it comes to relating to women.
Joanna brings fresh insights and a new level of understanding to the
delicate balance of authenticity, intimacy, ecstasy, and even power between
men and women in our hearts, culture, businesses, and bedrooms.

”

on and tuned in.

— Rev. Kevin Ross —
Unity Church

“

Joanna is awesome on and

off camera. She has an ease,

flow and grace about her that

moves audiences. She’s inspiring,

”

authentic, and compelling.
— Betsy Chasse —

Producer, What the Bleep Do We Know

To schedule a speaking
engagement or interview with
Joanna, please email
Media@EcstaticIntimacy.com
or call 303-956-2796.
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IN THE MEDIA

AUDIENCE RAVES

“

Joanna has tremendous ability
to get business people tapped

into their potency. Every time she
speaks at one of my events she
rocks the house with her edgy,

passionate, yet educational style.
Her work is a HUGE missing piece
that many business folks simply
don’t think about. People

”

ALWAYS leave inspired.
— George Carroll —

Motivational Speaker & Event Producer

To schedule a speaking
engagement or interview with
Joanna, please email
Media@EcstaticIntimacy.com
or call 303-956-2796.
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oanna onstage makes audiences laugh, turns them on,
and leaves them forever changed. Joanna, consciously and
professionally, goes where few others dare and a palpable buzz of
excitement and electricity spreads through the
room. Participants feel something awaken in
their soul; they tap into the vibrant, powerful,
and passionate energy that lies with each of us.
Audiences love Joanna. She’s edgy, but not over
the top. She’s innocent, but wise-beyond her
years. With her PG-13 rated talks and interviews,
Joanna’s contagious passion and refreshingly
unique perspective will leave any group, team
or audience awakened, empowered, inspired,
and alive.

SIGNATURE TALKS & MEDIA TOPICS
Joanna Shakti speaks for, writes for, and interviews with associations,
organizations, universities as well as online, radio, and TV. Choose from
the following talks, or work with her to create something specific for you.
CAPTIVATE! How to be Magnetically Attractive and Absolutely Lovable
by Being Ecstatically You.
GETTING TURNED-ON IN LIFE, LOVE & BUSINESS: Discover How
Power, Attractiveness, and Passion Create Success.
MAXIMIZING CHEMISTRY: 3 Keys to Finding & Keeping the Love You Want
AWAKENING FEMININE SENSUALITY & SEXUALITY: 5 Secrets to a Life
of Pleasure, Intimacy, and Love [FOR WOMEN ONLY]
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